
  

 

Abstract—In the optimized design of helical springs, wire 

diameter d, mean coil diameter D and number of active coils n as 

design variables are a prevalent mistake. This paper analyzes 

and demonstrates this error. When loads F1, F2 and deflections 

λ1 , λ2 are known, the number of active coils n is the dependent 

variable of wire diameter d and mean coil diameter D in the 

formula of n. It is known that if some design variables are 

dependent variables, there must be some equality constraints 

between them. Almost none of monographs has constrained the 

number of active coils n by equality constraint as yet. Therefore, 

in most optimization results of helical springs the number of 

active coils n is wrong, where value of n is not calculated by the 

formula of n. The formula of shear stress in spring shows that 

the wire diameter d and the mean diameter D are independent 

variables. The wire diameter d and the mean diameter D as 

design variables are more reasonable in the actual optimization 

process of helical springs design. Reducing the three design 

variables to two design variables not only can meet the 

requirements of the design objective of helical springs but also 

can significantly improve the efficiency of the helical springs 

optimization. 

 
Index Terms—Helical springs, optimization design, number 

of active coils n, design variable, dependent variable. 

  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Helical springs are common and important elements in 

mechanical design. Helical spring design is dependent on 

numerous variables, and it is difficult by trial-and-error 

methods to find the most efficient design [1]. Althrough 

detailed methods for analyzing and designing such 

mechanical components have been developed over the years  

(e.g.,  Spotts, 1953; Wahl, 1963; Shigley, Mischke, and 

Budynas, 2004; Haug and Arora, 1979) [2], it is hard to 

design satisfactory results by using these methods. 

Optimization design is an important means to ensure the 

spring performance, so that the optimum design of spring has 

generated widespread interest and utilize among engineers 

and researchers. 

Singh and Kulkarni [3] gave a graphical method for 

optimal design of a general purpose helical spring for 

minimum weight. The method is based upon a direct method 
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of constrained optimization. A numerical example is solved 

and the spring parameters are determined for minimum 

weight of the spring. A brief discussion of the paper is 

appended. 

Azzam [4] performed an optimization study on helical 

compression springs. Two objectives are considered: the first 

objective is to minimize the spring weight, and the second is 

to maximize the spring stiffness. These two objectives are 

affected by many engineering design parameters, which can 

be categorized in three main groups: functional, composite 

material, and geometrical groups. The objective functions and 

constraints are mathematically formulated and written in a 

multi-criteria optimization problem with a non-linear 

non-equality constraints form. Optimum design parameters, 

minimum spring weight, and maximum stiffness pertinent to 

each type of composite material under investigation can then 

be selected from the results obtained. 

Pöllänen and Martikka [5] obtained optimum design of the 

spring. Goals are minimisation of wire volume, space 

restriction, desired spring rate, avoidance of surging 

frequency and achieving reliably long fatigue life. 

Fan,  Wu,  Luan  and  Wang  [6]  established  a 

multi-objective optimization model of automobile suspension 

helical spring which is based on the Matlab optimization 

design platform by taking the automobile suspension helical 

spring as the research object and using Pareto optimization 

theory and particle swarm optimization algorithm. The 

purpose is to seek for the optimal structure design proposal 

which is under the objective of maximum natural frequency 

and minimum quality of spring. The Pareto optimal solution 

set is obtained. 

Mohamed, Khalifa, Abdessattar, Fakhreddine and 

Mohamed [7] proposed a numerical method to model the 

dynamic behavior of an isotropic helical spring. In the 

proposed dynamic optimization problem, four geometric 

parameters are chosen as design variables (wire diameter, 

middle helix diameter, active coils numbers and spring pitch). 

In addition of mechanical and geometrical constraints, 

dynamic ones related to natural frequencies of the helical 

spring are added. Two objective functions are chosen to be 

optimized: the spring mass and its natural frequencies. This 

method is then applied to the case of circular cross section 

helical spring, and then optimization results are presented and 

discussed. 

Yokota, Taguchi and Gen [8] formulated an optimal weight 

design problem of herical spring for a constrained allowable 

shearing stress, number of active coils and coil's mean 

diameter as a nonlinear integer programming(NIP) problem 

and solved it directly by keeping the nonlinear constraint by 

using an improved genetic algorithm (GA).  
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Zhao, Chen and Zhou [9] presented a robust optimization 

mathematical model of the cylindrical helical compression 

spring. To minimize the error and maximal variations of 

spring stiffness coefficient related with structure parameters 

and its tolerances is chosen as its objective function, and the 

acceptable region is formed by some constraints. 

Liu, Liu and Zhao [10] established a multiobjective optimal 

model of the cylindrical helical spring based on robust and 

reliability optimization design theory. The objective was to 

obtain a spring with minimum mass and maximum natural 

vibration frequency and minimum reliability sensitivity. 

Some parameters of the spring are taken as random variables 

in this model and the reliability target is taken as the 

constrained condition. This multiobjective optimal problem is 

transformed into a single-objective optimal problem by using 

the multiplication and division method. Further, an improved 

swarm algorithm which can reasonably deal with hybrid 

discrete variables is used to solve this problem.  

Krużelecki [11] presented the parametrical optimization 

problem of helical springs against instability. Such an initial 

distribution of a helix angle and radius of a spring is sought in 

the assumed class of functions which ensure maximal value of 

the critical axial compressive force under equality and 

inequality constraints. The volume of the spring material, the 

initial compression rigidity and also the slenderness ratio of 

the spring are considered as the equality constraints. The 

inequality constraints are connected with: a strength condition, 

a condition of closing up of neighbouring coils, and 

geometrical conditions in the initial and compressed state. 

The optimal design of helical springs is over 100 years old 

(Henderson 1884-1885) [11], but a serious mistake in 

optimization design of helical springs has been widely used 

by researchers and designers for a long time. So far, in almost 

all of the literature, such as in [2]-[11], wire diameter d, mean 

coil diameter D and number of active coils n are design 

variables in the optimization design model of helical springs. 

In fact, only one variable (d or D) is independent variable in 

the three design variables (d, D and n). Dependent variables 

can influence solving efficiency of optimization design. The 

dependent variables are also possible to calculate wrong 

results. Therefore, it is imperative to address the error of 

design variables in optimum design of helical springs. In [12] 

we put forward this question, here we further discuss and 

correct this problem in optimum design of helical springs. 

 

II. DESIGN OF HELICAL SPRING 

Helical springs can be classified into helical compression 

spring and helical extension spring according to the direction 

and the nature of the force exerted by the spring when it is 

deflected. In this section, the helical compression spring is 

discussed as an example.  

A. Principal Formulas  of  Helical Compression Spring 

In Fig. 1, a helical spring of circular cross section is 

composed of a slender wire of diameter d wound into a helix 

of mean coil diameter D and pitch angle α. Fig. 1 shows loads 

F and deflections  λ on helical compression spring. 

 
Fig. 1. loads and deflections on helical compression spring. 

 

The following paragraphs define the parameters used to 

describe and analyze the performance of helical compression 

spring [1], [13], [14]. 

The ratio of the mean diameter D of the spring to the wire 

diameter d is termed the spring index C. 
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                                     (1)     

 

The maximum shear stress τ, known as the  Wahl equation , 

is    
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The Wahl factor K is defined by 
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Therefore, the wire diameter d is obtained from 
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where [τ] = maximum allowable shear stress 

The linear deflection equation of the helical springs is 
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where    h = operating stroke  (See Fig. 1.) 

H1 = installed length  (See Fig. 1.) 

            H2 = operating length  (See Fig. 1.)  

F 2 = operating load (See Fig. 1.) 

F 1 = installed load (See Fig. 1.) 

λ2  = operating deflection (See Fig. 1.) 

λ1  = installed deflection (See Fig. 1.) 

G  = modulus of elasticity of the material in shear 

n = number of active coils 

Thus the number of active coils n is calculated from the 

linear deflection equation 
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B. Design Calculations of Helical Compression Spring 

The design of helical-coil springs involves selection of a 

material, and determination of the wire diameter d, mean coil 

diameter D, number of active coils n, and other spring 

parameters so that the desired load-deflection response is 

obtained, without exceeding the design stress under the most 

severe operating conditions. According to the space, the basic 

sizes of spring could be determined. For example, the 

maximum out diameter, the minimum inner diameter, spring 

rate, the maximum deflections and the maximum loads during 

assembly [1], [13], [14]. 

 

III. OPTIMUM DESIGN OF HELICAL SPRINGS 

A. Variables of  Optimization Design 

In general, any design has design variables, such as 

structure’s cross-section sizes, beam’s length, or material 

parameters, etc. Among these design variables, some are 

independent variables and others are dependent variables. All 

design parameters in the optimization design must be 

independent variables in mathematical model for 

optimization of design, which influences the behavior of the 

systems to be optimized. 

The important step in the optimum design of practical 

problem is to identify a set of variables that describe the 

system, called the design variables. In general, these are 

referred to as optimization variables and are regarded as  free  

because we should be able to assign any value to them. 

Different values for the variables produce different designs. 

The design variables should be independent of each other as 

far as possible. If they are dependent, their values cannot be 

specified independently because there are constraints between 

them [2]. 

If proper design variables are not selected for a problem, 

the formulation will be either incorrect or not possible. As 

many independent parameters as possible should be 

designated as design variables at the problem formulation 

phase. Design variables should be independent of each other 

as far as possible. If they are not, there must be some equality 

constraints between them [2].  

B. Analysis of Error in Optimum Design of Helical Spring 

The objective of the design of helical compression springs 

is to specify the geometry for the spring to operate under 

specified limits of load and deflection, possibly with space 

limitations, also [13]. It is first step to select a material of 

spring according to the maximum  allowable shear stress [τ] 

of spring material when operating load F2 , installed load F1, 

operating deflection λ2 and installed deflection λ1 (operating 

stroke h =λ2 -λ1) are given. The second step is to determine the 

mean diameter D or the spring index C and solve the wire 

diameter d by (4). The next step is to solve number of active 

coils n by (6).  

The objective function and constraints of optimum design 

of helical springs can be determined according to the different 

requirements of the optimization, see [2], [14]-[19].   

To date, all the authors such as the researchers of [2]-[11] 

have selected the wire diameter d, the mean coil diameter D 

and the number of active coils n as design variables of helical 

springs in the examples of the monographs on optimization. 

Obviously the number of active coils n is a dependent 

variable in (6), which is the dependent variable of the wire 

diameter d, the mean coil diameter D, the installed load F1, the 

operating load F2, the installed deflection λ1 and the operating 

deflection λ2. When F1, F2, λ1 and λ2  are known, n is the 

dependent variable of d and D. Once D and d are determined, 

n is the only value that is determined in (6). Generally 

speaking, the number of active coils n is changed with 

condition that wire diameter d and mean diameter D are first 

solved. Therefore, the number of active coils n should not be 

used as a design variable in optimization design of helical 

spring. As the design variable, the number of active coils n 

that depends on d and D in (6) not only cannot meet the 

requirements of the design objective of helical springs but 

also may get wrong design results of helical springs without 

equality constraint (6).   

On the surface, it appears that there is only one independent 

variable between the wire diameter d and the mean diameter 

D in (4). Considering [τ] in (4) is a maximum allowable shear 

stress of helical springs, the shear stress τ of helical spring in 

the actual design is less than [τ]. The value of τ in helical 

spring varies with different values of D and d in (2). D and d 

are independent variables so that they can be used as design 

variables in all optimization design of helical springs.  

Reference [2] emphasizes that design variables should be 

independent of each other as far as possible. By contrast, the 

example of optimum  design in [2] not only used the wire 

diameter d, the mean coil diameter D and the number of active 

coils n as design variables of helical springs but also did not 

have  equality constraints between them. 

If some design variables are dependent variables, there 

must be some equality constraints between them. Instead, 

almost none of references such as [5]-[9] and [15]-[19] 

constrained the number of active coils n by (6), so that they 

got the wrong results of n. Table I shows the comparison of 

wrong and right results in [15]-[19]. Wrong value of the 

number of active coils n not only has no practical value, but 

also may lose the meaning of optimization. 
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TABLE I: THE COMPARISON OF WRONG AND RIGHT RESULTS IN [15]-[19] 

Reference F1 ( N) F2 ( N) h (mm) d  (mm) D (mm) n n  in (6) G  (Mpa) 

[15] 272 680 10.16 5.5 35 3.5 5.22 78500 

[16] 272 680 10.16 6 38 4.75 5.77 78500 

[17] 272 680 10.16 6 35 2.75 7.39 78500 

[18] 200 450 10 3.3 15.5 10.5 12.5 78500 

[19] 272 680 10.16 5.5 38 4.5 4.07 78500 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The design variables should be independent of each other 

as far as possible. If they are dependent, there must be some 

equality constraints between them. 

The number of active coils n is a dependent variable in (6). 

When the installed load F1, the operating load F2, the installed 

deflection λ1 and the operating deflection λ2  are known, n is 

the dependent variable of the wire diameter d and the mean 

diameter D. Once D and d are determined, n is the only value 

that is determined in (6). Therefore, the number of active coils 

n should not be used as a design variable in optimization 

design of helical spring. The number of active coils n as the 

design variable not only cannot meet the requirements of the 

design objective of helical springs but also may get wrong 

design results of helical springs without equality constraint.   

The wire diameter d and the mean diameter D are 

independent variables in (2), so that they can be used as 

design variables in all optimization design of helical springs. 

As design variables, D and d are more reasonable in the actual 

optimization process of helical springs design.  

It is imperative to correct this prevalent error in the optimal 

design of helical springs. 
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